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Shirley Chisholm To Receive Honorary Award

The Hon. Shirley Chisholm

The Emergence of THE Gamber Experimental College, and unprece-dented international travel and winter programs, have shown that there is widespread community interest in this sort of "educational laboratory." Steps are therefore being taken to assure that the kind of dissension GEC suffered in the past does not occur again.

After it was decided that the lack of an unborn six-week period after spring break, the pressures of finals and comprehensive, and general sense of gloom and doom. other forces--of course like those of the Fall and Winter semesters--are taken into account, the staff of GEC were quite optimistic. Again, the program would be more of a concern. It was obvious to everyone present that the staff of GEC would continue to strive for the educational and intellectual goals of the college.

Tad Mose is a writer for stage, screen and television and he is speaking tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the College Auditorium.

Born in Steubenville, Ohio, Mose attended Ambrose (B.A., 1967), Yale School of Drama ('74-79), and Columbia University where he was awarded his M.A. in 1963. From that time on, he has worked for television. His programs include many of TV's better programs, such as the Philo-Hoodplay Plays-

GEO seeks Coordinator

The position of Coordinator for next year is open to any student or community member who wishes to apply. It is a position of direct responsibility, and requires a lot of work over the short stretches just before each session. The Coordinator is responsible for all publications, and is in charge of the coordination and management of the program as a whole. The Coordinator is in charge of all publications, and is in charge of the coordination and management of the program as a whole.

In addition to the position of Coordinator, there are assistant positions for the students as well as the students. The Coordinator, as well as the students, will be responsible for the implementation of the program. The Coordinator will be responsible for the implementation of the program. The Coordinator will be responsible for the implementation of the program.

The position of Coordinator for next year is open to any student or community member who wishes to apply. It is a position of direct responsibility, and requires a lot of work over the short stretches just before each session. The Coordinator is responsible for all publications, and is in charge of the coordination and management of the program as a whole.

Plea for Help

The project of eliminating the breeding places of mosquitoes is an ongoing issue. The project will not be completed unless many, many students volunteer to continue the work. The project will not be completed unless many, many students volunteer to continue the work. The project will not be completed unless many, many students volunteer to continue the work.

The Student Affairs Center and bulletin boards in your dormitory will be ready with information for signing up for the time slot.

Time slots:
- Mon. Wed. Fri. 2:30-5:45
- Tues. Thurs. 1:00-4:00
- Saturday 9:00-noon
- Sunday 2:00-5:00 P.M.

The Hon. Shirley Chisholm, first Black Congresswoman in the United States, will be the main speaker May 27 for Kentucky’s 150th Commemoration Program.

In celebration of the 150th anniversary of Kentucky’s first Negro to hold public office, the Board of Trustees has invited Mrs. Chisholm to speak at a special program to be held on Saturday, May 27th, at 2:00 p.m. in the College Auditorium.

Shirley Chisholm, an accomplished political leader and author, is a highly respected figure in the American political landscape. She was the first African American woman elected to Congress and is a tireless advocate for civil rights and social justice.

The speech will focus on the significance of the 150th anniversary and the contributions of Kentucky’s first Negro to public office. Mrs. Chisholm will share her insights and experiences with the audience, highlighting the importance of inclusivity and the ongoing fight for equality.

The event is open to the public and is a great opportunity to learn more about Mrs. Chisholm’s work and the legacy she has left behind.

Please join us in celebrating this milestone and in honoring the contributions of Kentucky’s first Negro to public office.
Lectureships present

Arthur Mizener
Professor of English, Cornell University
Speaking on

"Faulkner's House Of Atreus"

Friday, April 27
8:00 p.m.  Bio. Aud.

"Rogation" And "Event"
First Dance Program

The Kenyon College Dance Group, directed by Maggie Patton, will be presented in concert by the Department of Drama and the Kenyon College Fratinitic Club on Friday, April 27, at 8:00 p.m., in the Hill Theater. An outdoor dance presentation, directed by Marilyn Leibett, will take place on Saturday, April 28 at 11:00 a.m. and Sunday, April 29 at 2:00 p.m. behind the Bingham Building, Choreography for Friday night's "Event" in the Hill Theater has been done by students and faculty members of the dance group in practice in Ross Hall under the direction of Maggie Patton (far left). Tonight's performance is at 8:00 and the dance will conclude at 9:30. Photo by Jim Frank of Kenyon.

The KCGC hopes to give "Dance as a Performing Art" a real place in the Gambler Community and surrounding areas. The program is one of wide variety, offering musical styles from Bach to the Beatles. Friday night's performance will begin at 8:00 p.m. Free tickets are available to the public beginning Monday, April 23 at the Drama Department of Dance, Office of the Hill Theater. Tickets will also be available at the door on the 27th, on a first-come-first-served basis.

Reischauer . . . (Continued from page 1) She was after World War II, she now discovered that even her power had its limits.

The January Agreement which settled our military role did not bring that coveted and long awaited article "peace with honor." It may have brought an uneasy peace, but it did not bring the peace we all expected. The rest of the agreement, that the north and south should hold their positions, prevail in the cease-fire and eventually hold free elections, will not, according to some, happen. Anyone who decides himself in believing that it will not does not understand the vast cultural differences that lie between the two states of Vietnam. What is most likely is that the conflict will be settled by violence, the North in the end prevailing. Cambodia probably will become a satellite of Vietnam as a result of her smaller size and less aggressive tendencies. Professor Reischauer pointed out that the Cambodians are of Indo-Chinese origin, living in India, hence they are less inclined to be aggressive people for they have not had to continually use their elements to survive. The Vietnamese, on the other hand, are of East Asian extraction, stemming from the North China Plain where the cold harsh climate forced men to work arduously for their survival. As a result, the west ethic emerges and comes to dominate their patterns of thought and action. They are marked by a drive for education and organization which makes them more aggressive of the two groups.

The greatest disaster, in terms of our relations with Vietnam, is the formation of an Asian policy, to come out of the Vietnam conflict, is the Nixon Doctrine. What is needed is a distinction between the national security and inter-industrial relations, as we find in the Nixon Doctrine, the

(Continued on p. 3, col. 1)
During my stay here, I find that the American people here have realized the necessity that the American public hear the other side, from the Chinese. Most particularly, for college students. They have sponsored these. Our concerns were triggered into action by the Emissaries of Peace program, which brought the two sides face to face. The enclosed letter is a first and hopefully gentle, approach to the sensitive issue.

Sincerely,

Lorin Levy, July 4

Early in the summer of 1973, Israeli terrorist struck right in the heart of Beirut, less than a mile from my home. Among the victims was Hami Nazar, a member of the Aga Khan II's household. He refused to mention a side of the story. It is unfortunate that tragedy must strike to close before we move and act on our convictions.

We have long felt sad and bewildered that we Christians have been left out and without question, (1) discussion or (2) action, of our profession. (3) our position in a cultural policy, a policy which arrogantly violates the rights of (4) international Christian groups.

We plan to work with our fellow Christians, outside the constraints of the Israeli government, to understand and deal with such questions as:

- How have Jewish people conceived of the relationships of modern day diplomats and the Bible? (2)
- How have Jewish people conceived of the relationship of the United States with Israel, or the balance of power? (3)
- How have Jews conceived of the relationships of modern day diplomats and their homes, and which they owned, and their religious aggression? (4)

*Information concerning questions such as these may be obtained by writing to:

NEBEI Oscar East Tannese Bureau for Information-Interpreta-

tion, P.O. Box 1076, Beirut, Lebanon.*

Oriental Politics

(Continued from page 1)

Promising Politics

by John Graham

Leaving the college next year on sabbatical will be professors Robert Horwitz, Franklin Miller, Robert Judson, David E. Feder, Horace Jaglom, Robert B. and 2nd sem-

cisoner, A. Davis Hall.

The professors will be working on projects in which they have an utmost of their professional careers, and several plans to see their findings in their classes.

Professor Horwitz, of the Political Science Department, will study in England. "My project will be to continue research in 2 of John Locke's works, one of which is 'Thoughts Concerning Education.' I will be working at Oxford in Eng-

lnd, using the Locke collection in Locke's papers. I'll be preparing a critical edition of these 2 of Lock's relatively unknown works. The project is a continuing one, which I've been working on for some time."

Professor Miller was out of town and unavailable for comment on his project.

In the Mathematics Department, Professor McLeod will be continuing a project and his interest. "I'm planning to attend a graduate-level math course and resume some work towards a project I wrote up some materials into a textbook for college junior and seniors."

Have you ever heard about the Christians in the Middle East, a large part arid, many of whom are deeply involved in both the som-

This year, the study of the political will be a great success, with a particular emphasis on political science. In the fall, the Department of Political Science will have several courses focusing on political topics. The courses will cover a range of topics, including political theory, political behavior, and political institutions.

Several courses will be offered in the fall, including a course on political theory, which will be taught by Professor John Graham. This course will cover a range of topics, including political theory, political behavior, and political institutions.

In addition, the Department of Political Science will offer a course on political behavior, which will be taught by Professor David Feder. This course will cover a range of topics, including political theory, political behavior, and political institutions.

The courses will be taught by experienced and knowledgeable faculty members, who will provide a comprehensive and engaging learning experience for students.

Please contact the Department of Political Science for more information about these courses and other offerings in political science.

Dr. Reischauer is currently professor of history at Harvard University and has served as American ambassador to Japan from 1961-1963. He was born in Tokyo to missionary parents and lived there until he completed his high school. He received his B.A. from the University of Oxford and his Ph.D. from Harvard University and the New York University. He served in the U.S. Senate as a member of the Military and War Department during the 1940's, and as chief of staff of the U.S. Army during World War II. He is the author of a number of books on East Asian politics, including "Beyond Vietnam: The Search for Peace in Asia" (G.P. Putnam's Sons: "Japan: The Story of A Nation"")

During his stay here, Dr. Reischauer's appearance was sponsored by the Lectureship Committee.

ALL AMERICAN DAVE CRONIN makes one of his super-quick charges on the Dennis goal in yesterday's game. The Don team had hopes of keeping pace, in low and their support probably helped their 2-3 victory over Kenyon. Cronin scored, as well as Ben Wines with a powerful shot into the corner, and Eric Moller who broke the sweep into one an uns-lended goal. The lacrosse team travels to Woonas this weekend, games are set at 2:05.

Photo by Carrie Berlin
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Crew Is Born
By Rick Burwell
The crew program at Kenyon got off the ground last fall at a small oarsman and a canoe went in May. The first K.C.C.C., a wooden beauty, was housed in a houseboat in the Magnaqua Lake. The K.C.C.C. at Kenyon had a good fall, but the long winter was uneventful. All of the oarsmen were there from Hartford, Connecticut. After a long winter, the Kenyon boat was well trained and the spirit and the aura for at least a year or two. We worked with great enthusiasm in anticipation of our own effort.

Unfortunately, the nature of our trip during the last few weekends, has who showed interest In The U.S. is not the best. With only experienced oarsmen should go, we were rowing in an eight man steal the leaves could be contained in Eire from Paris and it's a good opportunity. By the way.

Charlie Berliner coated the canoe that coated the canoe that coated the canoe with black strike. Rick Ruhme from the middle of the advertising place is Remy Regus. Ms. McMurray who rowed at Oxford. Doug Bean, our power man; Alan and Art Derles.

Later the two men and women the local team was there from Marietta and that was a good opportunity.

Ebert and Steve Bemin are to get the first two minutes, assisted by Gary Bematon. After that, how- ever, the K.O.R. remained those selves to be intimidated by the Washington Republicans. This was somewhat puzzling because this Kenyon had prevailed last year, but the Hendrickson had completely controlled Oberlin over nine times in a row. Some- where, partially through the first half, the Lorditers simply didn't pull through. They were still in the last game. There was an order of coming out of the boat, stick checking, and the women could not pull through on our efforts.

But this unexceptionally to this generalization was greatest, Sue Hendrickson rowed the ball on both times, and the Lorditers again started off strongly, and with the offensive driving force of Jayne Hendrickson, Cranford and Hendrickson dominated the first two minutes, assisted by Gary Bematon. After that, how- ever, the K.O.R. remained those selves to be intimidated by the Washington Republicans. This was somewhat puzzling because this Kenyon had prevailed last year, but the Hendrickson had completely controlled Oberlin over nine times in a row. Some- where, partially through the first half, the Lorditers simply didn't pull through. They were still in the last game. There was an order of coming out of the boat, stick checking, and the women could not pull through on our efforts.

But this unexceptionally to this generalization was greatest, Sue Hendrickson rowed the ball on both times, and the Lorditers again started off strongly, and with the offensive driving force of Jayne Hendrickson, Cranford and Hendrickson dominated the first two minutes, assisted by Gary Bematon. After that, how- ever, the K.O.R. remained those selves to be intimidated by the Washington Republicans. This was somewhat puzzling because this Kenyon had prevailed last year, but the Hendrickson had completely controlled Oberlin over nine times in a row. Some- where, partially through the first half, the Lorditers simply didn't pull through. They were still in the last game. There was an order of coming out of the boat, stick checking, and the women could not pull through on our efforts.

The three men and women all showed interest in the training when our opponents all were trained by the Kenyon rear pool, but we did some sculling and racing, and the first couple of minutes on the river did not generate much enthusiasm.

However, with a little determination, we showed the bits of the basics and some coaching from two Marietta rowers who worked with some crews last year. I think we rapidly developed a style that was consistent from the start.

The crew we had did not quite get us into racing condition, but it was important in several ways. It helped the Kenyon team, where Marita, to whom the Kenyon Boat Club is much indebted for their help and advice, had suggested the use of a new type of scull, which we got a real feel for our potential and last but certainly not least, the best possible inspection and will indeed be at Kenyon on an upcoming weekend when you are interested in this very exciting sport.

It was a day and an important event for the K.C.C.C. for the Kenyon College Boat Club.

On the Kenyon 70-66

by Mark Smith
Last week the rain-soaked Kenyon track team completed its season at Oberlin and Wooster on April 17 and 18. Both meets were marred by cold temperatures and the wind, but reasonable performances were achieved.

The Omens were good and the Panthers' spirits a victory over Victor平方米 but in the end the men thought they had gained, anyhow, but Kenyon comes out of the conference together and told them that Oberlin Coach Tommy Smith and Olympic gold medalist, had given him two points to each of the two relay Ken- yon had lost, the 400 and the mile. While then took loop, the new track coach at Oberlin, aids, and explained the true state of things in scoring relay doubles to the mens, Smith, certainly not unagily with the situation, agreed that Oberlin should be given the point Ken- yons were, 70-66.

Smith increased the conference meet with his 22.24 second time and his 1:47.70 mile time in the conference meet by three-lanes in one of many events he competed in, the triple jump. Frank Andrews and Nick Leavens' 3:55.5 dash, taking second place with a 52.5 times. Joe Hrubik, in the 220, with the inni- mous small time of 23.6. He had to work with his event, took first place with the 440 lundes, with a 52.6.

Kenyon took the field events, 35-33, a pleasant win for the team. Two times, he has now qualified in the 200, 229 and the 400 yard dashes. H11 the coming week, he will train at the champion- ship.

Despite the Fomes, Kenyon does have a chance to go to the NCAA meet when the NCAA meet will be held. If you can't make it down to the Houston Bowl and see the track meet in the first two days, you'll have an enjoyable and exciting afternoon. We look forward to seeing you when we go up aginst Ohio Northern next week.

On the Tennis Courts

by Karl Ams
Standing out in the Kenyon tennis team this spring was Kenny Parker, who finished second in both the singles and doubles flights. Parker dominated doubles flight, finishing second in the number one singles flight.

In the doubles flight, the golf team has compiled a 200.20 record, scoring victories over Baldwin-Wallace, Mount Union, and Oberlin. The team encountered some difficulty in the 1972 Division III National Championship, and the following champions Schlabach and Pfeifferer posted a 200.20 back to back com- bination on 4, a golf score too high for the other teams. The Kenyon men have undertaken a vigorous match and tournament schedule during the spring season.

Of the girls' teams, the golf team has compiled a 200.20 record, scoring victories over Baldwin-Wallace, Mount Union, and Oberlin. The team encountered some difficulty in the 1972 Division III National Championship, and the following champions Schlabach and Pfeifferer posted a 200.20 back to back combination on 4, a golf score too high for the other teams. The Kenyon men have undertaken a vigorous match and tournament schedule during the spring season.
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